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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
We live in an age where even high school students are
prone to burnout. We want to get back to a more
human touch. But neoliberal policies by some of our
governments are nudging - or even pushing - us in the
opposite direction. Old networks for mutual support
are crumbling. Social havens are turned into tax
havens. I am going to start with myself, and
propagate the green drive every day in April.
Because our physical networks are so much more...
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Measuring cognitive diversity - date 14th May 2.5 hours, with presentations
from Jaap, Jaime, Tomasz , Bianca and Ian. Please download the flyer and invite
Business Coaches, Managing Directors, CEOs, Human Resource Managers. Let's
share how great this tool is in developing the mindsets required for businesses
to thrive. Invite the leaders you want to work with. Download the flyer here
Bulk Orders - Don't forget the new feature in your 'My Mindsonar' page where
you can order bulk profiles and maximise your profit. Why not collaborate with
other professionals and purchase together?
New App: Brigitte, Marcia and Ian are now on the final stages of exploring the
MindSonar app to test knowledge and keep MindSonar distinctions at the
fingertips of professionals. For more information contact Brigitte
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EVERYDAY MINDSONAR APPLICATIONS
Do you know how to manage a complaint effectively with meta programmes?
You can do this by taking back control and giving the customer a worthwhile
experience.
Match the customers voice and tone.
Tell them you will take a number of options to help them get what they want.
Avoid telling them this is a process - they want you to break the rules.
Ask them what's important to getting this solved - this is your benchmark and
you will know what they value!
Provide your contact details to them even if you pass on the complaint to
someone else to manage.
Adapted from "WordsThat Change Minds."

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
MEET PETER GREGORY (AKA PETERG.)
Peterg enables business owners to utilise the power of referral
marketing. Peterg guides his clients to build a team of complementary
businesses around them to open significant opportunities for each
other.
Peterg said, “I started using MindSonar® with my clients last year as we
went into the first lockdown and immediately it became apparent how
powerful it was in enabling my clients to understand what hurdles they
needed to overcome to build those vital referral relationships."
His next steps are to create a baseline profile of the cognitive styles and
values that are desirable for creating an effective team of referral
partners, all working together to pass high-quality referrals and to
utilise this to help his clients have more success in a quicker timescale.
Want to know more about Peterg and how he has helped SME's thrive
instead of just survive during this pandemic? Click here
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RECOGNISING MINDSET
Preparing for the race
Red, orange and blue values. Power and
success are important. All doing their duty to be
prepared.
Procedure - I follow my routine down to the start
Visual - I see the steps and what I need to do
Internal locus of control - only I control the
event and me

MINDSONAR PROJECTS SHOWCASE

Delivering virtual team refresh (F5) to MSDUK, a company which delivers
business development programmes for ethnic minority groups to
introduce them to corporate organisations.
MSDUK had expanded its team from 6 to 13. Differences appeared in values
and understanding of each other. Using the same approach as face to face,
we delivered 1:1 coaching via zoom, then delivered team development over
5 hours via zoom.
Anonymised posters were created in Canva for each team member and
these were placed on a virtual white board using Mural through zoom for
the team to access and comment on. Finally a team profile was shared
with the team so they could create a "coach in the room" poster for their
board room (vital questions they would ask in every team meeting before
the meeting ended). Thanks for sharing the way to do this, Jaime! If you
want to know more, contact Ian or Jaime.
Download back issues of MindSonar Me here

